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AgendaAgenda

Continue OO conceptsContinue OO concepts
WeWe’’re going to hold off the GUI examples for re going to hold off the GUI examples for 
Chapter 3 and 4 until next week; IChapter 3 and 4 until next week; I’’d like to d like to 
finish the discussion on classes and objects firstfinish the discussion on classes and objects first

The Random ClassThe Random Class

The The RandomRandom class is part of the class is part of the java.utiljava.util
packagepackage
It provides methods that generate It provides methods that generate 
pseudorandom numberspseudorandom numbers
A A RandomRandom object performs complicated object performs complicated 
calculations based on a calculations based on a seed valueseed value to produce a to produce a 
stream of seemingly random valuesstream of seemingly random values
LetLet’’s try a quick example (more complex one on s try a quick example (more complex one on 
page 126)page 126)
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The Math ClassThe Math Class

The The MathMath class is part of class is part of java.langjava.lang
The The MathMath class contains methods that perform various class contains methods that perform various 
mathematical functions, including mathematical functions, including absolute value, absolute value, 
square root, exponentiation, and trigonometric square root, exponentiation, and trigonometric 
functionsfunctions
The methods of the The methods of the MathMath class are class are static methodsstatic methods (also (also 
called called class methodsclass methods))
Static methods can be invoked through the class name Static methods can be invoked through the class name 
itself itself –– no object of the no object of the MathMath class is neededclass is needed
value = Math.cos(90) + value = Math.cos(90) + Math.sqrt(deltaMath.sqrt(delta););

Formatting OutputFormatting Output

As HW#2 demonstrated, Java will use too many As HW#2 demonstrated, Java will use too many 
decimal places by defaultdecimal places by default
The Java standard class library contains classes The Java standard class library contains classes 
that provide formatting capabilities to customize that provide formatting capabilities to customize 
outputoutput
The The NumberFormatNumberFormat class allows you to class allows you to 
format values as currency or percentagesformat values as currency or percentages
The The DecimalFormatDecimalFormat class allows you to class allows you to 
format values based on a patternformat values based on a pattern
Both are part of the Both are part of the java.textjava.text packagepackage

NumberFormatNumberFormat

The The NumberFormatNumberFormat class has static methods class has static methods 
that return a formatter objectthat return a formatter object

getCurrencyInstancegetCurrencyInstance()()
getPercentInstancegetPercentInstance()()

Each formatter object has a method called Each formatter object has a method called 
formatformat that returns a String with the specified that returns a String with the specified 
information in the appropriate formatinformation in the appropriate format
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DecimalFormatDecimalFormat

The The DecimalFormatDecimalFormat class can be used to format a class can be used to format a 
floating point value in various waysfloating point value in various ways
For example, you can specify that the number should For example, you can specify that the number should 
be truncated to three decimal placesbe truncated to three decimal places
The constructor of the The constructor of the DecimalFormatDecimalFormat class takes class takes 
a string that represents a pattern for the formatted a string that represents a pattern for the formatted 
numbernumber
For HW#2, you could have usedFor HW#2, you could have used
DecimalFormatDecimalFormat dfdf = new = new 
DecimalFormat("0.##")DecimalFormat("0.##")

Wrapper ClassesWrapper Classes

Sometimes, weSometimes, we’’ll want to store the primitive ll want to store the primitive 
objects inside a reference objectobjects inside a reference object
WeWe’’ll learn how to make our own objects, but ll learn how to make our own objects, but 
Java provides Java provides wrapper classeswrapper classes for this purpose.for this purpose.
These wrapper classes also have a number of These wrapper classes also have a number of 
useful utility methods and attributes that work useful utility methods and attributes that work 
with the corresponding primitive typewith the corresponding primitive type
Simple mnemonic: Simple mnemonic: ““capital formcapital form”” of existing of existing 
typetype

VoidVoidvoidvoid
BooleanBooleanbooleanboolean
CharacterCharactercharchar
DoubleDoubledoubledouble
FloatFloatfloatfloat
LongLonglonglong
IntegerIntegerintint
ShortShortshortshort
ByteBytebytebyte
Wrapper ClassWrapper ClassPrimitive TypePrimitive Type
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Creating a wrapper class objectCreating a wrapper class object

The following declaration creates an The following declaration creates an IntegerInteger
object which represents the integer 40 as an object which represents the integer 40 as an 
object object 
Integer age = new Integer(40);Integer age = new Integer(40);

An object of a wrapper class can be used in any An object of a wrapper class can be used in any 
situation where a primitive value will not sufficesituation where a primitive value will not suffice
For example, some objects serve as containers For example, some objects serve as containers 
of other objectsof other objects

WeWe’’ll see this later in the semesterll see this later in the semester

Utility methods in wrapper classesUtility methods in wrapper classes

Wrapper classes also contain static methods that help Wrapper classes also contain static methods that help 
manage the associated typemanage the associated type
For example, the For example, the IntegerInteger class contains a method to class contains a method to 
convert an integer stored in a convert an integer stored in a StringString to an to an intint
value:value:

num = num = Integer.parseInt(strInteger.parseInt(str););
The wrapper classes often contain useful constants as The wrapper classes often contain useful constants as 
wellwell

MIN_VALUEMIN_VALUE and and MAX_VALUEMAX_VALUE, which hold the smallest and , which hold the smallest and 
largest largest intint valuesvalues

AutoboxingAutoboxing

Java 1.5 can autoJava 1.5 can auto--convert between a value of a convert between a value of a 
primitive type and that of a reference type; this primitive type and that of a reference type; this 
is called is called autoboxingautoboxing

Integer Integer objobj;;
intint num = 42;num = 42;
objobj = num;= num;

The reverse conversion (called The reverse conversion (called unboxingunboxing) also ) also 
occurs automatically as neededoccurs automatically as needed
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Writing our own classesWriting our own classes

The programs weThe programs we’’ve written in previous examples have ve written in previous examples have 
used classes defined in the Java standard class libraryused classes defined in the Java standard class library
Now we will begin to design programs that rely on Now we will begin to design programs that rely on 
classes that we write ourselvesclasses that we write ourselves
The class that weThe class that we’’ve written so far contain only one ve written so far contain only one 
method method –– main main –– and thatand that’’s just the starting point of a s just the starting point of a 
programprogram
True objectTrue object--oriented programming is based on defining oriented programming is based on defining 
classes that represent objects with wellclasses that represent objects with well--defined defined 
characteristics and functionalitycharacteristics and functionality

Becoming an Becoming an ““expertexpert”” takes timetakes time

BookBook’’s example: Dies example: Die

Objects have Objects have statestate and and behaviorbehavior
Consider a sixConsider a six--sided die (singular of dice)sided die (singular of dice)

State: whatState: what’’s the currently rolled value of the die?s the currently rolled value of the die?
Behavior: It can be (reBehavior: It can be (re--)rolled)rolled

We can represent a die in software by designing We can represent a die in software by designing 
a class called a class called DieDie that models this state and that models this state and 
behaviorbehavior

The class serves as the blueprint for a die objectThe class serves as the blueprint for a die object
We can then instantiate as many die objects as We can then instantiate as many die objects as 
we need for any particular programwe need for any particular program

ClassesClasses

A class can contain data declarations (state) and A class can contain data declarations (state) and 
method declarations (functionality)method declarations (functionality)
So far, we havenSo far, we haven’’t used t used anyany data declarations, data declarations, 
and only one method declaration: mainand only one method declaration: main
For our For our DieDie class, we can declare an class, we can declare an intint that that 
represents the current value showing on the facerepresents the current value showing on the face
One of the methods would One of the methods would ““rollroll”” the die by the die by 
setting that value to a random number between setting that value to a random number between 
one and sixone and six
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Instance VariablesInstance Variables

We can not only create a variable inside a We can not only create a variable inside a 
method, but method, but outsideoutside it; these are called it; these are called instance instance 
variablesvariables
Each object based on a class can have different Each object based on a class can have different 
values in these instance variablesvalues in these instance variables
Goal: for every Die that we create, we want an Goal: for every Die that we create, we want an 
individual value for the dieindividual value for the die
The objects of a class share the method The objects of a class share the method 
definitions, but each object has its definitions, but each object has its ownown data data 
spacespace

Instance DataInstance Data

If we have two If we have two DieDie objects in a objects in a DieRollerDieRoller
class, it might look like the following:class, it might look like the following:

die1 5value

die2 2value

Method DeclarationsMethod Declarations

A method begins with a A method begins with a declarationdeclaration, followed by code , followed by code 
that will be executed when the method is that will be executed when the method is invokedinvoked ((calledcalled))
When a method is invoked, the flow of control jumps When a method is invoked, the flow of control jumps 
to the method and executes its codeto the method and executes its code
When complete, the flow returns to the place where the When complete, the flow returns to the place where the 
method was called and continuesmethod was called and continues
The invocation may or may not The invocation may or may not returnreturn a value, a value, 
depending on how the method is defineddepending on how the method is defined
Think of methods as (complex) mathematical functionsThink of methods as (complex) mathematical functions
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Method HeaderMethod Header

A method declaration begins with a A method declaration begins with a method headermethod header
int add (int num1, int num2)

method
name

return
type

parameter list

The parameter list specifies the 
type and name of each parameter

The name of a parameter in the 
method declaration is called a 
formal parameter

Method BodyMethod Body

The method header is followed by the The method header is followed by the method method 
bodybody
int add (int num1, int num2)

{
int sum = num1 + num2;

return sum;
}

The return expression
must be consistent with
the return type

sum is local data; it’s 
created each time 
the method is called, 
and is destroyed 
when it finishes 
executing

The return StatementThe return Statement

The The return typereturn type of a method indicates the type of of a method indicates the type of 
value that the method sends back to the calling value that the method sends back to the calling 
locationlocation
A method that does not return a value has aA method that does not return a value has a
void void return typereturn type
A A return statementreturn statement specifies the value that will be specifies the value that will be 
returnedreturned

return return expressionexpression;;
Its expression must conform to the return typeIts expression must conform to the return type
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ParametersParameters

When a method is called, the When a method is called, the actual parametersactual parameters
in the invocation are copied into the in the invocation are copied into the formal formal 
parametersparameters in the method headerin the method header

result = obj.add (25, 30);

int add (int num1, int num2)

{
int sum = num1 + num2;

return sum;
}

Local DataLocal Data

As weAs we’’ve seen, local variables can be declared ve seen, local variables can be declared 
inside a methodinside a method
The formal parameters of a method create The formal parameters of a method create 
automatic local variablesautomatic local variables when the method is when the method is 
invokedinvoked
When the method finishes, all local variables are When the method finishes, all local variables are 
destroyed (including the formal parameters)destroyed (including the formal parameters)
Keep in mind that instance variables, declared at Keep in mind that instance variables, declared at 
the class level, exists as long as the object existsthe class level, exists as long as the object exists

ConstructorsConstructors

As mentioned previously, a As mentioned previously, a constructorconstructor is a special is a special 
method that is used to set up an object when it method that is used to set up an object when it 
is initially created from a classis initially created from a class
A constructor has the same name as the class, A constructor has the same name as the class, 
and and no return typeno return type

Major bug alert!Major bug alert!
You can have a constructor set a You can have a constructor set a default valuedefault value or or 
have it take an have it take an initial valueinitial value for an objectfor an object
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Defining the Die classDefining the Die class

Goal: design the Goal: design the DieDie class with other data and class with other data and 
methods to make it a versatile and methods to make it a versatile and reusablereusable
resourceresource
That said, it doesnThat said, it doesn’’t mean a program t mean a program hashas to use to use 
all the features of a classall the features of a class
LetLet’’s write out what a possible Die class might s write out what a possible Die class might 
bebe

An An intint that has the face valuethat has the face value
Methods to roll and set the die explicitlyMethods to roll and set the die explicitly
Methods to get info on the dieMethods to get info on the die’’s current values current value

Next timeNext time

Continue Java OO conceptsContinue Java OO concepts


